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| F 325     | S5  | 483.25(i) MAINTAIN NUTRITION STATUS UNLESS UNAVOIDABLE  

Based on a resident's comprehensive assessment, the facility must ensure that a resident -  
(1) Maintains acceptable parameters of nutritional status, such as body weight and protein levels, unless the resident's clinical condition demonstrates that this is not possible; and  
(2) Receives a therapeutic diet when there is a nutritional problem.

This REQUIREMENT is not met as evidenced by:  
Based on observations, staff interviews and record review the facility failed to provide a Physician ordered nutritional supplement for a resident with weight loss for one (1) of three (3) sampled residents (Resident #3).

The findings are:  
Resident #3 was admitted to the facility on 1/7/10 with diagnoses that included chronic debilitation, Parkinson's disease and weight loss. The most recent Minimum Data set dated 5/9/12 specified the resident had short and long term memory impairment and moderately impaired cognitive skills for daily decision making. The MDS also specified the resident was fed by staff and had significant weight loss that was not Physician prescribed. Resident #3's care plan updated on 5/10/12 specified the resident had the potential for weight loss secondary to an acute illness and outlined interventions such as a fortified ice...
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Review of Resident #3's medical record revealed a Physician's order dated 11/16/11 for the fortified ice cream to be served with meals due to inadequate intake of food. Further review of the medical revealed the resident's weights were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Weight (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/6/12</td>
<td>145.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/3/12</td>
<td>137.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/1/12</td>
<td>139.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/8/12</td>
<td>146.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On 7/12/12 at 12:35 p.m. Resident #3 was observed in the dining room for lunch. His meal tray was served to him that did not include a fortified ice cream. Nurse aide (NA) #1 was observed feeding the resident. The resident was observed to finish his lunch meal. His tray card was observed and revealed it did not specify the resident was to have fortified ice cream with meals.

On 7/21/12 at 12:35 p.m. NA #1 was interviewed and reported the resident did not receive a fortified ice cream with his lunch meal and added that when she had fed the resident in the past he had not received fortified ice cream with meals. She added that she would know to feed him fortified ice cream by reading his tray card.

On 7/21/12 at 12:50 p.m. licensed nurse (LN) #1 assigned to care for Resident #3 was interviewed and reported the resident had a history of weight loss and was ordered to receive fortified ice cream with meals. She added that the fortified ice cream was given to the resident on his meal trays from the kitchen.

**Criteria 3**

The DON or designee will re-educate all Licensed Nurses on the utilization of the Dietary Communication Form to ensure physicians orders for nutritional supplements and diets are communicated appropriately with the Dietary Department to ensure the individual tray cards are updated accurately.

**Criteria 4**

To assure ongoing and continued compliance, the facility will implement a complete audit of resident dietary orders written by the physician monthly by the CDM or designee to assure all supplements and therapeutic diets are correctly reflected on the individual tray cards. These audits will be completed monthly for three months. Additionally, the Registered Dietician will complete an audit monthly for 3 months on a minimum of 10 residents to assure all residents are receiving therapeutic diets and supplements as ordered by the physician. The CDM or designee will randomly monitor 5 tray cards weekly for 12 weeks to verify delivery of ordered supplements on the residents meal tray. The results of audits will be reported in monthly QAPI.
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On 7/2/12 at 1:00 p.m. the Dietary Manager (DM) was interviewed and reported that Physician ordered nutritional supplements were communicated to the dietary department via communication slips that were created by the licensed nurse. She stated that then she was responsible for updating the tray card with the information. The DM stated she was aware that Resident #3 was to have fortified ice cream with his meals because the resident had lost weight. The DM reviewed Resident #3's tray card and confirmed it did not specify fortified ice cream with meals as ordered by the Physician. She stated it was an oversight and was unaware the fortified ice cream had been omitted from the tray card. She also reported that she audited the tray cards for accuracy every six months and added her last audit had been done 6 months ago.
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meetings for three months and then quarterly thereafter. The committee will evaluate and make further recommendations as needed.

Date of Compliance July 30th 2012.

Preparation and/or execution of this plan of correction does not constitute admission or agreement by the provider of the truth of the facts alleged or conclusions set forth in the statement of deficiencies. The plan of correction is prepared and/or executed solely because it is required by the provisions of federal and state law.